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ALABAMA POWER COMPANY -

FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT

UNIT 2

: SPECIAL LOW POWER TEST D? PORT

--

I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents a synopsis of the Special Low Power
Testing successfully completed at Farley Nuclear Plant.

Unit 2 from May 13 through May 17, 1981 at power levels
up to 3 percent of full power. This program consisted of
5 tests as follows:

501-7-001 Cooldown-Capability of the Charging and Letdown,

System

501-7-002 Natural Circulation

501-7-003 Natural Circulation with Simulated Loss of
Off-Site Power

;

'
501-7-004 Effect of S/G Secondary Side Isolation on

Natural Circulation; ___

~

501-7-006 Core Cooling with a Simulated Loss of,

On-Site and Off-Site AC Power

Test 501-7-002 consisted of four parts; Natural,

! Circulation demonstration, auxiliary spray control
demonstration, Natural Circulation at reduced pressure,.

and Natural Circulation with loss of pressurizer
_ heate:c>.

|
| Test 501-7-004 consisted of two parts; effect of

reactor vessel downcomer temperature on excore
nuclear instrumentation indication and the
effect of a partial loss of heat sink (one steam
generator) on Natural Circulation.

This series of tests demonstrated the plant's performance
capability in several simulated degraded modes of operation
and proved to be beneficial from the standpoint of operator
training. It provided meaningful data beyond that obtained
in the normal startup test program.
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II. NATURAL CIRCULATION TEST CHRONOLOGY -

Date Time Event
.

'

May 13, 1981 0813 Commenced Test 501-7-001,
Cooldown capability of the
Charging and Letdown System..-

| 1240 Completed test 501-7-001.

1456 Commenced Reactor start up.

2210 Commenced establishing special
low power trip. values and,

'

blocking actuations as required.
;

-

May 14, 1981 0840 Reactor tripped during nuclear
instrumention setpoint'

adjustment.

1427 Commence Reactor startup.
,

1500 Reactor tripped. Both
E- Reactor trips were due to

operating too close to reduced'

intermediate range reactor
trip setpoint. - Setpoint
was recalculated and increased -

slightly and operations
continued.

2150 Reactor' critical.
_

2352 Secured all RCP's for start
of Test 501-7-002, Natural
Circulation. .

May 15, 1981 0753 Completed 501-7-002, shutdown
reactor and-started all RCP's.

'

1002 Reactor critical.

1150 Secured all RCP's for start of
Test 501-7-002, Natural
Circulation.

1545 Completed 501-7-002, shutdown
reactor and started all RCP's.

1904 Reactor critical.-
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Date Time Event

2015 Secured all RCP's for start
of Test 501-7-003, Natural
Circulation with Simulated
Loss of Off-Site AC Power.

- 2218 Completed 501-7-003, shutdown
reactor and started all RCP's.

2350 Reactor critical.

May 16, 1981 0230 Commenced Test 501-7-004,
Effects of S/G Secondary
Side Isolation on Natural
Circulation.

00453 RCS temperature at 510 F.

0603 Secured all RCP's.

0709 Isolated secondary side of
Steam Generator 2C.

u_ 0917 Unisolated secondary side
of Steam Generator 2C.

1029 Completed 501-7-004, shutdown
reactor and started all RCP's.

1324 Commenced Test 501-7-006, Core
Cooling with a Simulated Loss
of On-Site and Off-Site AC

_ Power.

1525 Completed 501-7-006.

May 17, 1981 0205 Commenced Test 501-7-006, Core
Cooling with a Simulated Loss
of On-Site and Off-Site AC Power.

0355 Completed 501-7-006. <

3
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III. TEST RESULTS

A. COOLDOWN CAPABILITY OF THE CHIRGING AND LETDOWN SYSTEM
(501-7-001)

On May 13, 1981, Test 501-7-001 was performed. The objective
of this test was to determine the capability of the charging
and letdown system to cool down the reactor coolant system

-

with the steam generators isolated and one reactor coolant
pump (RCP) runningF and 2235 psig, two of the three RCPs wereWith the reactor shutdown and at.

approximately 535
tripped and all three steam generators were isolated. The
rate of change of temperature was easily controlled and was
slow enough to allow the operator ample time to analyze the
event and respond to changes.

With charging flow and letdown flow matched at the
maximum letdown flow of 125 gpm, a cooldown rate of
0.30F
incre/hr was observed. When the charging flow was

ased 10 gpm above the equilibrium rate, the
cooldown rate was increased to 6 F/hr. When the0

charging flow and letdown flow were matched at a-
minimum letdown flow of 60 gpm, a heatup rate

0of 2.2 F/hr was observed. The duration of Test
501-7-001 was approximately 4 1/2 hours.

-

B. NATURAL CIRCULATION (501-7-002)
.

On May 14, 1981 hatural Circulation was initiated for the
first time. After achieving steady state conditions a
thermocouple map and an incore flux map was obtained. After
verifying proper relative power and thermocouple temperature
profiles the Loss of Pressurizer Heater, Auxiliary Spray

|- Control Demonstration and Natural Circulation at Reduced
; Pressure were conducted. Except for the minor occurrence
| discussed below all responses were as expected. (See Table 1.)

The total duration of this test was 8 hours.
,

! The performance of the procedure was initiated as planned
| by tripping the reactor coolant pumps (RCP) while holding
i reactor power at approximately 3 percent. ,

|
IThe initial pressure transient was slow and easily '

|

controlled. The pressure did remain above setpoint
long enough for the integral action of the pressurizer
power operated relief valve (PORV) controller to

icause PORV 444B to lift. This was understood, but
not expected, and was e valuable learning experience

i for the operators. , Subsequent initiation of Natural
Circulation was initiate i from a reduced pressure
(2150 psig-once or with immediate initiation of

j auxiliary spray)(twice). This was effective in
4
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preventing the lifting of the PORV and demonstrated to the
Operator the positive control he had over pressurizer
pressure increases with auxiliary spray.

The Auxiliary Spray Control Demonstration was satisfactorily
completed. This mode of pressure control was used in all
subsequent tests. During this test a minor change in core
reactivity anomaly was observed. As a result of the repetitive
nature of the reactivity change, the loop transport phenomena._

'

was observed to be approximately 3.6 minutes. Shortly after
each closure of the normal charging valve to increase
auxiliary spray flow the reactor reactivity increased
sufficiently to be detected by the reactivity computer.
Boron samples obtained at the conclusion of this test indicated
a concentration of about 364 ppm variation in the pressurizer
while the RCS remained nearly constant. (SeeTable2.)
Hydrogen samples cbtained upon conclusion of this test
indicated an increase in the dissolved hydrogen concentration
in the RCS. Sampling during subsequent tests revealed that
this was accompanied by a de':rease in dissolved hydrogen in
the pressurizer. (See Table 2.) It is not clear that these
phenomenon are related. A possible ssnario explaining these
occurr ences are described below.

With the normal spray valves, the normal charging valve and
the auxiliary spray valve all open, very little spray flow
was observed. This may have allowed the normal spray lines

I to fill with steam becoming an extension of the pressurizer
: steam space. When the normal charging valve was shut, the

full charging flow went through the auxiliary spray valve
with a portion going to the pressurizer and the rest going
to the reactor coolant loops via the normal spray lines.
This down flow was diluted by the steam which had condensed
in the spray line piping or which was condensed in the spray
line piping by the lower temperature auxiliary spray flow.

| ~

This slightly diluted spray flow absorbed some of the
pressurizer steam space hydrogen due to the spray flow's
temperature being lower thca the pressurizer liquid'sI

| temperature. A small net decrease in RCS boron concentration
(on the order of 2 ppm), a net increase in RCS dissolved
hydrogen and a net decrease in pressurizer dissolved hydrogen
resulted. Since the fluid (steam space condensate) causing

i the_ spray flow dilution was originating from the pressurizer
I liquid and was being transported out of the pressurizer, the

pressurizer boron concentration increased. It should be noted ,'

that the loss in pressurizer liquid volume was small. This
could indicate that the boron concentration is not representative
of the average liquid space boron concentration.

Tne diluted spray flow was transported from the RCS loops
through the core causing a reactivity increase. The reactivity
increase followed shortly after the shutting of the normal
charging valve and was very distinct. The reactivity increase
occurred every three minutes for the next nine to fifteen
minutes with each one becoming less distinct and smaller in
magnitude as the water mass mixed with the other coolant.
(See Figure 1)

5
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When the normal spray valves were shut prior to the normal
charging valve being shut, this reactivity increase was
not observed.

Using the observed loop transport time of approximately
3.6 minutes and measured forced-flow and transport
time, to the Natural Circulation flow rate was calculated

_

to be approximately 5800 gallons per minutes.

During performance of the Loss of Pressurizer Heater
portion of this test the pressurizer pressure depressuri-
zation rate was obtained. The~ test was performed once
with the auxiliary spray valves and normal spray valves
open resulting in a depressurization rate of 86 psi /hr. i

The second time, all spray valves were shut, and the
depressurization rate was determined to be 42 psi /hr.

Natural Circulation at reduced pressure was a valuable
trainincJ experience. It demonstrated the control of
saturation margin that the operator has available during
Natural Circulation. An increase in the saturation margin
was readily apparent when charging flow was increased by
as little as 10 to 20 gpm. The effect of steam dumps
on restoring saturation margin was only marginal.

| The saturation margin as indicated by the core subcooling
meters was compared to actual saturation margin.."
All data was within the-design limits of.4 degrees
and nost were within-1 degree.

The duration of Test 501-7-002 was.approximately
8 hours during the first time it was conducted. It
was performed again on May 15, 1981'and lasted a
duration of 4 hours.

_

C. NATURAL CIRCULATION WITH SIMULA"ED LOSS OF OFF-SITE
POWER (501-7-003),

This procedure provided operator training and the opportunity
for data collection during Natural Circulation with a
Simulated Loss of.0ff.-site Power. The test was perfomed

i on May 15,1981. -No problems were encountered during the
test except that a main steam safety valve opened for a short
period of time approximately 15 minutes after' securing the ,

reactor coolant pumps. No cause for the safety's opening-

was found, however, it is believed that the opening of the
valve was not as the result of the performance.of.the test.-

To simulate a loss of off-site power, only equipment
powered from the emergency AC buses was used.- Steaming
of the steam generators was controlled using.the steam

6
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generator atmospheric relief valves and pressurizer
pressure were controlled using one group of back-up
heaters powered from the emergency AC buses. The
duration of this test was approximately 2 hours.

D. EFFECT OF S/G SECONDARY SIDE ISOLATION ON NATURAL
CIRCULATION (501-7-004)

- This test obtained the data to determine the effects
of reactor vessel downcomer temperature on excore
nuclear instrumentation indicated power and to observe
the effects of partial loss of heat sink during
Natural Circulation. The test was conducted on
May 16, 1981.

An excore detector sensitivity of .491 percent /0F
was obtained.

After obtaining the data required for calculation

of detector sensitivity,h Natural Circulation andthe reactor coolant pumps
-

were secured to establis
reactor power was maintained at about 1 percent power.
After Natural Circulation was established the Steam

'Generator 2C secondary side was i 91ated. All responses
were as expected. (See Table 1.) The AT in the C RCS
loop decreased to 4.80F.

.-

The secondary side of Steam Generator 2C was unisolated
0and the AT in the C RCS loop increased back to 28 F.

The duration of this test was approximately 10 hours.

E. CORE COOLING WITH A SIMULATED LOSS OF ON-SITE AND OFF-
SITE AC POWER (501-7-006)

This test provided operator experience in controlling~

the plant during a simulated loss of all AC power. The
steam generator power operated relief valves and the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump flow control
valves for each steam generator were manually controlled.
This test was conducted once on May 16 and again on
May 17, 1981.

All responses were as expected and valuable operator
experience and confidence was obtained. The duration

i of this test was approximately 2 hours each time it
| was conducted.
:

i

:

!

|
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IV.- CONCLUSION

The special low power test program at Farley Nuclear
Plant Unit 2 was completed successfully. The tests
demonstrated to the plant operators the control of
the plant in various modes of Natural Circulation
and provided meaningful data beyond that obtained
in the normal startup program.

_

l. The effects of charging and letdown flow on
RCS temperature were demonstrated.

2. Natural circulation was established and controlled.

3. Saturation margin was maintained without forced
RCS flow.

4. Natural circulation was maintained with a simulated
loss of off-site power.

5. The effects of a partial loss of heat sink
(one steam generator) were observed. The re-
establishment of balanced Natural Circulation
was observed after the steam generator was

.

unisolated.

6. The excore detector sensitivity for reduced. _ -

RCS temperature was calculated.

7. The control of steam generator level and steaming
rate in manual was demonstrated under a simulated
total loss of AC power conditions.

At no time during this test program did the plant
approach a condition where test termination became

_ necessary. The plant was operated within the
Operational Safety Criteria. At no time was plant
safety compromised and the plant response was as
expected.

The experienced gained by the plant operators in control
of the plant during Natural Circulation was beneficial.
The data obtained will be used in the retraining program
and will be incorporated in the Farley simulator.

,

The Special Low Power Test Program was successful
in all respects.
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TABLE I

EXPECTED PLANT RESPONSE

I. Upon RCP Trip:

At the initiation of natural circulation, the following
|_ system reponse was expected:

0a) Wide range Thot - increase (7 to 26 F at ~1% power)

b) Wide range Tco]d - slight decrease or constant
c) Core exit thermocouples - increase (7 to 260F

at ~1% power)

d) Pressurizer level - increase (3 to 10 percent
at ~1% power) j

*

c) Pressurizer pressure - increase..
;

f) Reactor Coolant System Pressure - increase ,

(as much as 50 psi depending on the powar |
level) I

!

_

g) AT and T indication - unreliableave
Natural circulation flow was expected to be stable
(within approximately 10 to 20 minutes) when:

i

a) AT indicated by wide range T and Thot coldis constant
,

|

b) Wide range T is approximately equal to core

._

exitthermocb8hleaveragetemperature.

II. Upon Steam Generator Isolation During Natural Circulaticn:

When Steam Generator 2C was isolated, the fc11owing
,

responses were expected: '

a) Wide range T increase 3 to 9 F0hot

b) Wide range T fr1 p C increase to Tcold hot '

.

'

c) Wide range T for loops A and B constant
usingsteam88bh

d) Core exit thermocouples, increase 3 to 90F.

e) Pressurizer level, increase approximately 4 percent
0(3/4% per 1 F rise in Tave)*

'

10
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f) Pressurizer pressure, increase to_approximately
2100 psig.

g) Differential pressure between Steam Generator 2C
and the other two steam generators - 50 to 250
psid.

Natural circulation conditions were expected to
_ stabilize as determined when:

a) The AT for Loop C is approximately 50F and st2blized.

.b) The AT between wide range T and T fr1 pshot eoldA and B are constant

c) The AT between wide range Tthermocouples is constant. cold and core exit

d) Wide range T Lis approximately. equal to core
exitthermocD8hlestemperature.

-

|

_

!
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TABLE 2

UNIT 2 CHEMISTRY DURING NATURAL RECIRCULATION TESTING

RCS Pressurizer

Date/ Time Boron, ppm H cc/kg Boron, ppm H cc/kg
_

2 2

5-13-81 0210 1307

0300 1311

0813 " art of Test 501-7-001.

1240 Completed Test 501-7-001

1516 1309

1815 45.14

1920 42.54

5-14-81 2215 1285

2352 Start of Test 501-7-002
~~

5-15-81 0410 1277

0440 1540

0535 1527

'

0600 1528

| __ 0745 1270

-0753 Completed Test 501-7-002

0815 1630'

|
|

|
0830 1280 1466

0945 1280 1313-
.

|- 1030 89.28
:

1045 1275 1295

1115 1277 127.65 1282
!
'

1145 1279 1250

- 12
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RCS Pressurizer

Date/ Time Boron, ppm H cc/kg Boron, ppm H cc/kg
2 2

5-15-81 1150 Started Test 501-7-002

1215 1277 1262

- 1245 1282 1284

1315 1271 1331

1340 92.75

1345 1271 1325

1415 1270 84.64 1329

1445 1270 1293

1515 1271 1284

1545 Completed Test 501-7-002

1600 5.86

1615 1280 1360-

1650 15.59

1830 69.91,

1855 17.48

1900 1338
_

1910 1307

1920 65.05,

|
| 1930 1288 1278

1945 18.45

2000 1277 1284 '

2010 55.16

2015 Started Test 501-7-003

2030 1273 1242

2040 18.39

13
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RCS Pressurizer

Date/ Time Boron, ppm H cc/kg- Boron, ppm II cc/kg-
2 2

5-15-81 2100 1268 1300

2120 56.31

_ 2130 1266 1316 .

2200 1280 1318

2205 17.42

2218 Completed Test 501-7-003'

2230 1269 1315

2315 1268 1282

2330 1271 1215

2315 58.0

2355 26.28'

'

2400 1268 1223

5-16-81 0030 1252 43.80 1178

0100 1264 1205
i

0130 1266 1221

0150 64.30
~

0210 1270 1252

0230 Started Test 501-7-004

0245 1255 1266

0255 11.57

0305 1257 1259 ,

0330 1264 42.64 1271

0425 1266 1273

0455 14.75

0500 1268 1264

14
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RCS Pressurizer

Date/ Time Boron, ppm H cc/kg Boron,_ ppm H cc/kg
2 2

5-16-81 0530 1270 1257

0540 37.48

-- 0603 Secured RCP's for Test 501-7-004

0610 1261 1291;

0620 15.52

0650 1268 1271

0700 1282 1297

0720 40.32

0730- 1282 1304

0800 1282 1307

0810 30.31

0830 1282 12883-

0850 47.79

0900 1284 1324

0920 11.95

09';0 1280 1349
_.

0955 39.1

1000 1279 1356

1029 Completed Test 501-7-004

1030 .1277 1439

| 1045 7.58 '

| 1115 10.86
!

1250 1279

1324 Started Test 501-7-006

1450 58.11

i 15
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RCS Pressurizer

Date/ Time Boron, ppm H cc/kg Bc.oa, ppm H cc/kg
2 2

5-16-81 1520 1284

i 1525 Completed Test 501-7-006

f- 1620 16.19
|

1700 45.32

1820 15.11

1910 46.55

2040 16.73
f

|
2105 44.24

''

5-17-81 0200 1279
i

! 0205 Started Test 501-7-006

0355 Completed Test 501-7-006

.-- 1330 32.88'

,
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